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Course outline

Warm-up 

■ Fundamentals 

■ Forwarding and routing 

■ Network transport 

Data centers 

■ Data center networking 

■ Data center transport 

Programmability 

■ Software defined networking 

■ Programmable forwarding
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Video 

■ Video streaming 

■ Video stream analytics 

Networking and ML 

■ Networking for ML 

■ ML for networking 

Mobile computing 

■ Wireless and mobile

👈



Learning objectives
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What do we want from the network and 
how to achieve them? (principles)

What are the basic data structures for 
networking?



What do we want from the network?
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Performance: latency? 
bandwidth? 

Reliability, availability, 
security?

Flexibility, manageability? Others?



Network performance

Bandwidth 

■ Definition: maximum rate of data transfer across a given 
network path 

■ "Never underestimate the bandwidth of a station wagon full 
of tapes hurtling down the highway.” [1] 

Latency 

■ Definition: the amount of time it takes to deliver some data 
from the source to the destination across the network 

■ “Latency lags bandwidth” — David A. Patterson

5[1] Andrew S. Tanenbaum paraphrasing Dr. Warren Jackson, Director, University of Toronto Computing Services (UTCS) circa 1985

Data

Bandwidth

Latency



Bandwidth vs. latency
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0

Transfer time

Network round-trip time

Large object

Small object

Assume a network link with 10Gbps bandwidth and 1ms latency? 
How long does it take to transfer 1B, 100KB, or 10GB of data?

With TCP: 100KB = 1460B * (0 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 6) → 7ms in the best case, 0.0143Gbps

Do you know how we come to this?



Performance metric

Flow completion time 

■ How long does it take to complete a traffic flow? 

■ How long does it take to complete a set of correlated flows (co-flows)? 

What else? 

■ How long does https://www.google.com/?q=cool+network take? 

■ What is the best video quality I can watch, without the annoying 
“buffering”? 

■ How to guarantee the per-frame latency (e.g., 20ms) in AR? 

Not just about performance 

■ But also consistent, predictable performance

7

ACM SIGCOMM CCR 2006

https://www.google.com/?q=cool+network


What about fairness?
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ACM SIGCOMM CCR 2007

Suppose a network is flow fair. How useful is that?

“Both the thing being allocated (rate) 
and what it is allocated among (flows) 
are completely daft — both unrealistic 

and impractical.”

Food for thought: 
■ How to translate microbenchmarks to app-level metrics? 
■ How to make service providers accountable? 
■ How to improve the performance and approach fairness?



Network reliability
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The end-to-end 
argument

The fate-sharing 
principle

Packet vs. circuit 
switching

Three important considerations in network reliability



The end-to-end argument

TCP provides reliable transport 

What if no reliable transport is provided? 

■ Every application that needs reliability has to engineer it from scratch: programming burden, bugs… 

What if the network layer tried to provide reliable delivery?

10

Best effort global packet delivery 

Reliable (or unreliable) transport

built on…

Reliable global packet delivery 

Reliable (or unreliable) transport

built on…

What are the problems?



The end-to-end argument
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Problem #1: there are applications that require speedy delivery, even if it is lossy.

Problem #2: can the network even achieve reliable global packet delivery?

A B

Check reliability at every step (on the network layer).

Problems: bugs, failures are a truth of life



The end-to-end argument
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A B

Allow unreliable steps (network layer is best-effort) 
B checks correctness. On failure, B tell A to retry.

Can still fail, but only if A/B themselves fail → depends 
on what end-points themselves control

NACK: please retry!

“If a function can only be correctly implemented end-to-end, it must be implemented in the end 
systems. Implementing it in the network can, at best, only be an optimization.”

Examples?



The fate-sharing principle
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■ To deal with potential failures, store critical system state at the nodes 
which rely on that state 

■ Only way to lose that state is if the node that relies on it fails, in which 
case it does not matter

A B

Where to maintain A → B connection state?



The fate-sharing principle
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A B

State State

A B

State State

In the end-host fails, the connection 
state is irrelevant anyway 

Keep state on end hosts Keep state on network devices 

State State

Failures of network devices require the 
state to be cleaned up or recreated → 

complex consistency issue!



Packet vs. circuit switching
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Circuit switching Packet switching

■ Predictable performance

■ Wasteful, if packet is bursty and short 
■ Large latency for small messages, as 

they wait for circuits creation 
■ Require new circuit setup upon failure

■ Efficient use of resources 
■ Automatic, in-network rerouting on 

failures

■ Unpredictable performance  
■ Requires buffer management and 

congestion control

Packet switching beats circuit switching with respect to resilience and efficiency



Packet vs. circuit switching examples
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Large peak/average → packets 
> 100 for Web

Small peak/average → circuits 
~3 for voice

Which pattern do you think modern video 
streaming (e.g., YouTube) will follow?



Video streaming today
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Time (seconds)

Packets/sec

Do you know why?



A perspective on networking
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BT Technology Journal 2006

It was published 14 years ago. What have changed?



Questions?



Probabilistic data structures in networking

Matching and counting are popular operations in networking 

■ Matching on packet headers: membership, firewall, deep packet inspection 

■ Counting the number of packets that match certain criteria 

Network devices are typically resource-constrained 

■ Memory is limited to few hundred KB of fast memory (e.g., TCAM) 

■ Computing power is also limited, so software implementation is slow in general

20

Probabilistic data structures are more suitable than deterministic ones, 
since they are generally much faster and consumes less space.

What are the problems with probabilistic data structures?



Problems with probabilistic data structures

False-positives can be tolerated 

■ Often, they are not critically harmful, e.g., unnecessary packet transmissions and dropping 

■ In case it is critically important, we can first do the probabilistic check and perform deterministic check upon 
positives. With the upfront probabilistic check to filter out the negatives, the deterministic check would be much 
less frequent.

21

False positives or false negatives

Probabilistic check Deterministic check
Positive

Negative

True positive

False positive



Find a needle in a haystack

Suppose we have an array in which we want to perform operations like “insert”, “find”, “delete”. What are 
the time complexities of these operations? 

■ Take “find” for example 

■ Unsorted array: O(n), sorted array: O(logn), binary search tree: O(logn) 

■ Can we do it in O(1)?

22

Key Value

Kimchi Spicy cabbage
Kiwi Austrialian fruit
Bread Daily food

0
1
2



Find a needle in a haystack

Suppose we have an array in which we want to perform operations like “insert”, “find”, “delete”. What are 
the time complexities of these operations? 

■ Take “find” for example 

■ Unsorted array: O(n), sorted array: O(logn), binary search tree: O(logn) 

■ Can we do it in O(1)?
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Key Value

Kimchi Spicy cabbage
Kiwi Austrialian fruit
Bread Daily food

0
1
2

Array(“Kiwi”) = “Austrialian fruit”

Need a hash function to 
covert the key to the index

O(1) time:



Hash function

Properties of good hash functions 

■ Must return numbers 0,…, table_size 

■ Should be efficiently computable: O(1) time 

■ Should not waste space unnecessarily:  

■ For every index, there is at least one key that hashes to it 

■ Load factor lambda = (# of keys) / table_size 

■ Should minimize collisions (different keys hashing to the same index) 

Examples hash functions 

■ Checksums, non-cryptographic hash functions (MurMur, FNV, Jenkins), cryptographic hash functions (MD5, 
SHA256, SHA512)

24



A recurrent problem in networking

25

Set

Add an element Delete an element

Query an element

Traffic monitoring/classification, 
membership determination



Common implementation strategies
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Strategy #1 Strategy #2

Output

Number of required 
operations

Deterministic

Probabilistic Deterministic

Probabilistic

Strategy #0

Deterministic

Deterministic



Example: IP multicast
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240.0.0.5 → {1,3} 
240.0.0.6 → {1,2} 
240.0.0.7 → {2,3} 
240.0.0.8 → {1,2,3}

1

2

3

You can implement these multicast groups with forwarding entries, but you may have a 
huge number of multicast groups that do not fit on the router forwarding table. 

Multicast IP address Output ports

How to efficiently implement these groups in software?



Example: IP multicast
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240.0.0.5 → {1,3} 
240.0.0.6 → {1,2} 
240.0.0.7 → {2,3} 
240.0.0.8 → {1,2,3}

1

2

3

Multicast IP address Output ports

is to implement a list and check throughout the list upon each 
packet arrival. Assume the number of groups is N, the time 

complexity is O(N). The output is deterministic.

10.0.0.1

Check

Strategy #0



Improvement: separate chaining
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∅
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.3 .4

.2

.6

.5

.8

.7
.5

Average

Worst case

List size

N/M

N

N: number of elements
M: number of cells

Pro: accurate and fast in 
the average case

Con: only works in 
hardware if there is a low 

number of elements

Strategy #1



Bloom filter (simplest)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

Index

Cell

Input (string) Number
%10

Only supports two types of operations: “insert” and “check”, 
but sufficient for IP multicast group maintenance.

Hash function

6 Check: if the matching cell is low, the input 
is not present for sure. However, if the cell 

is high, the input is probably present.

Insert: first apply a hash 
function and then apply 

modulo to map to the 
index space

Strategy #2



Bloom filter (simplest)
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Insert “.5”

Hash

1-bit cells
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Is “.6” in the set?

Hash

1-bit cells

1

0

0
0

1
0

0

1

0

1

0

10

Is “.12” in the set?

Hash

1-bit cells

False positive

YES or No??NO



False positive

Assume we have N elements and M cells 

■ Probability of an element to be mapped into a particular cell: 1/M 

■ Probability of an element not to be mapped into a particular cell: 1-1/M 

■ Probability of a cell to be 0: (1-1/M)N  

■ False positive rate (FPR): 1-(1-1/M)N   

■ False negative rate?

32

1000

1000

# of elements # of cells

10,000

100,000

FPR

9.5%

1%

Pro: simple and only one 
operation per insertion 

or query

Con: roughly 100x cells 
are required than the 

number of elements for 
1% FPR



Bloom filter (general)
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Insert “.5”

Hash #2

1-bit cells

Hash #1

Hash #3

“.5”

“.5”

“.5”

1

1

1

0

1

0
0

0
1

0

0

1

0

0
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Insert “.6”

Hash #2

1-bit cells

Hash #1

Hash #3

“.6”

“.6”

“.6”

1

1

An element is considered 
in the set if all the hash 

values map to a cell with 1

An element is not in the set 
if at least one hash value 

maps to a cell with 0



False positive
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Is “.5” in the set?

Hash #2

1-bit cells

Hash #1

Hash #3

“.5”

“.5”

“.5”

1

1

0
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0
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Is “.12” in the set?

Hash #2

1-bit cells

Hash #1

Hash #3

“.12”

“.12”

“.12”

NOYES
1

1

0
0

0
1

0

1

1

0

0
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Is “.11” in the set?

Hash #2

1-bit cells

Hash #1

Hash #3

“.11”

“.11”

“.11”

YES or No??

False positive



False positive

Assume we have N elements, M cells and K hash functions 

■ Probability that one hash function returns the index of a particular cell: 1/M 

■ Probability that one hash function does not return the index of a particular cell: 1-1/M 

■ Probability of a cell to be 0 after K hashes over N elements: (1-1/M)KN 

■ False positive rate: (1-(1-1/M)KN)K 

■ False negative rate?
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1000

1000

# of elements # of cells

10,000

100,000

FPR

0.82%

≈0%

# of hash func

7

7

Pro: consumes roughly 
10x less memory than 
the simple approach

Con: requires slightly 
more operations than the 

simple approach (7 
hashes than just 1)



Tradeoff space
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Memory

Number of 
operations

False positive 
rate

How to dimension your Bloom filter, e.g., deciding the number of cells and 
number of hash functions to satisfy a given false positive rate?



Dimensioning Bloom filters
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N elements, M cells, K hash functions, and FP false positive rate

FP = (1� (1� 1

M
)KN )K ⇡ (1� e�KN/M )K

<latexit sha1_base64="Et/ZxstKTaCakgDCrBZ/+XkG2Ag=">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</latexit>

Asymptotic approximation

FP

K (# of hash functions)

Increase the 
fraction of 0 bits

More chance to 
find a non-0 bit for 

a new element

Global minimum K = ln 2 ⇤M/N

<latexit sha1_base64="wNVE4b48+wBIy1lqdljnRb65q10=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPNSkVPQiFL0IolSwH9DGstlu2qWbTdjdKCX0f3jxoIhX/4s3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlexJnStv1tZRYWl5ZXsqu5tfWNza389k5dhbEktEZCHsqmhxXlTNCaZprTZiQpDjxOG97gcuw3HqlULBT3ehhRN8A9wXxGsDbSwzU6R20uSugI3RzfdvIFu2hPgOaJk5ICpKh28l/tbkjigApNOFaq5diRdhMsNSOcjnLtWNEIkwHu0ZahAgdUucnk6hE6MEoX+aE0JTSaqL8nEhwoNQw80xlg3Vez3lj8z2vF2j9zEyaiWFNBpov8mCMdonEEqMskJZoPDcFEMnMrIn0sMdEmqJwJwZl9eZ7US0WnXDy5KxcqF2kcWdiDfTgEB06hAldQhRoQkPAMr/BmPVkv1rv1MW3NWOnMLvyB9fkDTYOQcg==</latexit>



Bloom filter extensions
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0

Count KeySum ValueSum

1

1

2 46189

79 3

79 3

Invertible Bloom loopup tables (IBLT)

“79”

“79”



Limitations of Bloom filters

A Bloom filter is a streaming algorithm answering specific questions approximately 

■ Is X in the stream? 

■ What is in the stream? 

What about other questions? 

■ How frequently does an element appear? (Count sketch, CountMin sketch) 

■ How many distinct elements are in the stream? (HyperLogLog sketch) 

■ What are the most frequent elements? (Count/CountMin + heap…) 

■ How many elements belong to a certain subnet? (SketchLearn) 

In addition to packet flows, these questions apply to other domains like search engines and databases

39



Example: heavy hitter detection

“Can you tell me what are the top 10 flows (in terms of traffic volume, #packets) that have passed through a 
given router?” 

■ A flow is defined by a 5-tuple: <source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, protocol> 

■ Identifying the heavy hitters can help us understand the network performance better 

■ There might be thousands or even more flows on a single switch 

■ Switches are resource limited and you cannot create a separate counter for each individual flow

40

121
89

63
42

What is your idea about this problem?



CountMin sketch: providing frequency of elements
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xa+1

xb+1

xc+1

COUNT(“TCP”)

hash_a(“TCP”)

hash_b(“TCP”)

hash_c(“TCP”)

Three hash functions 
are performed, each 

mapped to an array of 
counters

Counter +1 for the 
matched index



CountMin sketch: providing frequency of elements
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xa+1

+1

xb+1

+1

xc+1+1

COUNT(“TCP”)

hash_a(“TCP”)

hash_b(“TCP”)

hash_c(“TCP”)

COUNT(“UDP”)



CountMin sketch: providing frequency of elements
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xa+1

+1

xb+1

+1

xc+1+1

hash_a(“TCP”)

hash_b(“TCP”)

hash_c(“TCP”)

QUERY(“TCP”)

min(xa, xb, xc)

Perform the same hash functions 
on all the arrays and obtain the 

counters. Take the minimum of the 
3 counters as the output.



Exercise
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13 24 39 7 26

55 3 42 90 43

71 23 14 58 19

CountMin sketch

What would be the outcome of the CountMin sketch? Is that 
the lower-bound or the upper-bound of the real count?



CountMin sketch: performance
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A CountMin sketch uses the same principles as a counting Bloom filter, but is 
designed to have provable L1 error bounds for frequency queries

Pr[x̂i � xi � "||x||1]  �

<latexit sha1_base64="PY9PuMd25JzJbzPkULU//5wNp5w=">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</latexit>

Estimated 
frequency

True 
frequency

Sum of 
frequencies

Favoring high-frequency elements: error is lower for high-frequency 
elements, but much higher for low-frequency elements

http://theory.stanford.edu/~tim/s15/l/l2.pdf



Sketches are the new dark
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OpenSketch (NSDI’13) UnivMon (SIGCOMM’16) SketchLearn (SIGCOMM’18)



Summary

What do we want from the network and how to achieve them? (principles) 

■ Performance, fairness, reliability, flexibility, etc. 

■ Principles: the end-to-end argument, the fate-sharing principle, packet vs. circuit switching 

Basic data structures for networking 

■ Networking tasks: traffic monitoring, classification, membership determination 

■ Bloom filter: answering if an element appears in a set or what are in a set 

■ CountMin sketch: answering how many times an element appears in a set
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Next time: the journey of a packet
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